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The Macroeconomic Policy Outlook
James Smith | Jack Leslie 

This is the first of a new series of Macro Policy Outlooks (MPOs) from the Resolution Foundation’s 
Macroeconomic Policy Unit, providing a policy-focused take on the economy. In this edition we 
explore the outlook ahead of the Budget due on 11 March. 
 
The economy has slowed significantly in recent quarters, with 2019 the second-weakest post-war 
year outside of a recession. While much attention has been heaped upon the link between Brexit 
uncertainty and weak investment, it is striking that households have become more cautious of late, 
with consumption accounting for the majority of the weakening since 2017. On the supply side, there 
has been more bad news on productivity with total factor productivity – a measure of the economy’s 
efficiency – making the largest contribution to the slowdown in growth. This underperformance 
has been particularly striking in an international context as the UK has had the worst total factor 
productivity growth across the G7 economies. So improved household sentiment and higher 
productivity are necessary for a sustained increase in growth.  
 
There are some recent or forthcoming reasons for optimism: following the election, uncertainty 
appears to have receded and sentiment improved, while we are expecting a significant increase 
in capital spending in the Budget. That would lead fiscal policy to make its first sustained, positive 
contribution to growth in a decade (boosting GDP by 1 per cent at end-2021). That is particularly 
welcome given likely downgrades to the Office for Budget Responsibility’s (OBR’s) economic 
forecasts, that may well result in the forecast size of our economy by the end of 2022 reduced by
around half a per cent.

CONSUMPTION HAS PLAYED A KEY ROLE IN RECENT WEAK GROWTH
The economy weakened significantly last year, with four-quarter GDP growth falling back from 2 per 
cent in Q1 to just 1.1 per cent in Q4. This means 2019 had the slowest growth in GDP of any calendar 
year since the 1960s. Growth of GDP per capita – a key measure of changes in living standards – has 
also slowed by almost 1 percentage point (or nearly two-thirds, from 1.4 per cent to 0.5 per cent). 
Much of the commentary around this slowing has focused on the impact of Brexit uncertainty and its 
implications for business investment (shown in Figure 1). 

But while business investment has been historically weak in recent quarters, Figure 2 shows that 
since the most recent peak in the growth rate (at the start of 2017 when growth was 2.2 per cent), 60 
per cent of the slowdown has been accounted for by consumption. This should not be a surprise as 
consumption makes up nearly two-thirds of final demand, but it makes clear that the growth outlook 
hinges on future consumption growth.

https://www.resolutionfoundation.org/major-programme/macroeconomic-policy-unit/
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FIGURE 1: Uncertainty has coincided with weak investment and consumption

Measures of economic and policy uncertainty and four-quarter growth in business 
investment and consumption, standard deviations from the sample mean: UK

NOTES: The swathe shows a range of uncertainty indicators: CBI survey measure of demand uncertainty as a factor likely to limit 

capital expenditure for manufacturing and services; an index of UK policy uncertainty based on newspaper articles; household 

survey responses on their personal financial situation and unemployment expectations; the six-month option-implied volatility 

for the FTSE 100; and the 12-month option-implied volatility of short sterling. All indicators are shows as a number of standard 

deviations from the mean. The dark-blue line shows the mean of these indicators. Business investment data are adjusted for the 

transfer of nuclear reactors from the public corporation sector to central government in 2005 Q2.

SOURCE: RF analysis of ONS; Bank of England; GfK; S Baker, N Bloom & S Davis ‘Measuring Economic Policy Uncertainty’ at www.

PolicyUncertainty.com

FIGURE 2: Consumption has made the larger contribution to weak growth

Contributions to real GDP growth: UK

SOURCE: RF analysis of ONS 
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PRODUCTIVITY HAS DETERIORATED FURTHER
On the supply side, slower growth is not just an investment story either. Weak spending on durable 
capital goods is important for supply because they are used in the production process for years to 
come. That said, as shown in Figure 3, post-crisis weakness on the supply side is dominated by weak 
total factor productivity (TFP) growth – a measure of the economy’s efficiency which accounts for 
inputs to the production process. TFP has made the largest contribution to the slowing in supply 
growth since 2017 (although weak capital growth has also contributed). 

FIGURE 3: Supply-side weakness has been concentrated in total factor productivity

GDP growth accounting decomposition, percentage point deviation from pre-crisis  
average: UK

SOURCE: RF analysis of ONS and Bank of England 

FIGURE 4: UK TFP performance has deteriorated by more than in other rich countries

Total factor productivity, deviation from pre-crisis trend 2007 =100: G7 countries

NOTES: Pre-crisis trend growth is taken to be the average growth rate between 1998 and 2007. 

SOURCE: RF analysis of The Conference Board Total Economy Database™, April 2019
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By historical standards, it has been extremely weak: Bank of England data show 2017 was the weakest 
year in over a century for TFP growth. And comparable cross-country data suggest that, since 2007, 
TFP growth has deteriorated more in the UK than any other G7 country (Figure 4).

Weak consumption growth is particularly noticeable against the backdrop of relatively strong pay 
growth, with average weekly earnings growth rising to around 4 per cent during last year, reminding 
us of the benefits of a tight labour market. Indeed, as shown in Figure 5, almost all measures of labour 
market slack are now below where they were prior to the financial crisis. But more rapid pay growth 
in the first half of last year was not matched by productivity growth, meaning that firms’ costs were 
rising. Since then, pay growth has slowed somewhat, underscoring the role of productivity growth in 
supporting sustained pay increases. And because periods of relatively strong demand growth tend 
to be associated with faster improvements in productivity, a virtuous cycle of improved consumer 
confidence and productivity growth would provide the conditions for a sustained improvement in 
the economic outlook. So a key question becomes: how likely are we to see such an improvement in 
sentiment, and what role will macroeconomic policy play in supporting that?

FIGURE 5: We are at full employment however you measure it

Measures of labour market slack, standard deviations from pre-financial crisis
 minimum: UK

NOTES: Total slack is the sum of those in unemployment, those who have a part-time job and are looking for a full-time job and 

those who have a temporary job but can’t find a permanent one.

SOURCE: RF analysis of ONS and D Bell & D Blanchflower, ‘Underemployment and the Lack of Wage Pressure in the UK’, National 

Institute Economic Review, 243(1), February 2018 

SURVEY DATA SUGGEST SOME REASONS FOR OPTIMISM
Such an improvement in household sentiment looks more likely than it did back in December. This 
is because the headwinds from uncertainty have reduced somewhat following the election (as 
evidenced by the post-election fall in our measure of uncertainty – shown by the uptick to the blue 
dot in Figure 1). Moreover, after deteriorating through most of last year, near-term survey data have 
improved sharply at the start of 2020. Indeed, Figure 6 shows that the PMI – the most reliable such 
indicator for the UK outlook – registered its largest rise in over six years in January. If current levels 
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are maintained, that points to growth of 0.4 per cent in Q1. That would be stronger than the Bank of 
England’s January forecast. But such indicators have been misleading in the past in the immediate 
aftermath of political events, most obviously in the aftermath of the 2016 referendum when the PMI 
suggested a very sharp slowdown in growth.

 FIGURE 6: Growth indicators deteriorated in 2019 but have bounced back in 
 January

UK composite output index and GDP growth, 3 month-on-3-month change: UK

SOURCE: RF analysis of ONS; IHS Markit/CIPS

THE OBR FORECAST FOR GDP LOOKS SET TO BE DOWNGRADED 
Looking ahead to the Budget, there is particular uncertainty around the OBR’s forecast because this 
will be the longest gap between official government forecasts in more than 20 years (since 1997). This 
particularly large gap means there has been more economic news that the OBR has to interpret and 
incorporate. One reading of the data suggests that the outlook for growth will not be a positive one for 
the Chancellor. 

Figure 7 looks at how forecasts for growth this year have evolved over time. Since the previous OBR 
forecast (made at the Spring Statement in March 2019), both private-sector economists and the Bank 
of England have been marking down their forecasts (by 0.5 percentage points and 0.7 percentage 
points, respectively). However, the OBR was more pessimistic than those other forecasters in the 
spring of last year, suggesting that the slow growth of the past year will have come as less of a 
surprise. 
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FIGURE 7: Forecasts for 2020 have been downgraded since the spring statement

2020 calendar year forecasts for real GDP growth, by date of forecast: UK

SOURCE: RF analysis of HM Treasury and Bank of England

So how much might this reduce the OBR’s projections for the size of our economy? If the OBR brought 
its forecast into line with private-sector forecasts, GDP would be 0.3 per cent lower by the end of 2022, 
while a markdown of 0.6 per cent would follow if the OBR brought its forecast into line with the Bank 
of England. If on the other hand, the OBR maintains its relative pessimism compared to the Bank, GDP 
would be 1.2 per cent lower. An expectation of a downgrade of around half a percentage point seems 
reasonable. 

Potentially more important for the Chancellor than the exact size of the GDP downgrade, it should be 
noted that other macroeconomic effects such as lower interest rates and inflation should mitigate the 
negative effect of a slower-growing economy on the public finances. 

FOLLOWING THE ELECTION, FISCAL POLICY LOOKS SET TO BOOST GROWTH 
FOR THE FIRST TIME IN A DECADE 
With the Conservative manifesto promising £100 billion of extra investment spending over five years, 
we are now expecting fiscal policy to contribute positively to growth for the first time since the 
financial crisis. Figure 8 shows estimates for the size of the boost to growth from macroeconomic 
policy in recent years. Since the large stimulus to growth from fiscal and monetary policy in the 
aftermath of the financial crisis, policy has tended to provide a small drag to growth, as the effects 
of that earlier boost have unwound. But following the election and last year’s Spending Round, the 
expectation is that fiscal policy will provide the first sustained boost to growth in over a decade (as 
shown in the scenario to the right of the chart), with the cumulative impact increasing GDP by 1 per 
cent by the end of 2021. Of this amount, we expect the additional investment spending to increase 
the level of GDP by 1.7 per cent by the end of 2021. This means that absent this additional investment, 
fiscal policy would be expected to reduce GDP growth over the next two years. The additional 
investment spending will be a significant change to the stance of policy and should help to support an 
improved growth outlook. 
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FIGURE 8: Fiscal policy will be boosting growth for the first time since the financial  
crisis

Contributions to growth from fiscal and monetary policy

NOTES: Monetary policy impact is calculated using estimates from P Bunn, A Pugh & C Yeates, ‘The distributional impact of 

monetary policy easing in the UK between 2008 and 2014’, Bank of England Working Papers no.720, Bank of England, March 

2018. This covers the Bank of England stimulus during the financial crisis. Subsequent changes in Bank rate and quantitative 

easing purchases are incorporated using equivalent scaling factors between policy changes and GDP. The fiscal policy impact 

is calculated based on a UK version of the Hutchins Center Fiscal Impact Measure, adjusted for the OBR’s estimate of fiscal 

multipliers. The values for 2020 and 2021 are based on assuming Bank rate is held at 0.75 per cent and the government increases 

investment spending in line with the plans outlined in the Conservative manifesto. This is assumed to be an additional Public 

Sector investment of 2 per cent of GDP in 2020 and a further 0.2 per cent in 2021. Future current spending is assumed to be 

neutral for growth, and so does not represent a full forecast. Annual values are averages of the calendar year quarters.

SOURCE: RF analysis of ONS; Bank of England

SUSTAINED GROWTH APPEARS ELUSIVE DESPITE WELCOME SUPPORT FROM 
POLICY
Overall, then, our view is that, while the OBR is unlikely to be making the biggest downgrades to its 
economic growth forecasts compared to some previous revisions, downgrades will still be the order 
of the day. But it will not only be forecasts that change, with a marked change in policy on capital 
spending meaning fiscal policy is set to move from its position of dragging on growth for most of the 
past decade, to boosting it. Looking further ahead, a sustained improvement in the economic outlook 
would require the boost from fiscal policy to be accompanied by further reductions in uncertainty and 
improved household sentiment.
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